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T2. The next-generation 
smartdesk, changing how 
and where you work.
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The Importance of Empowerment

What makes tech giants like Google, Facebook and startups 
like Uber so successful? Part of what keeps them ahead of 
the game is their approach to workspace strategy; they’re 
stepping outside the norm to create unique spaces that 
inspire employees and build a sense of belonging.

At Herman Miller, design has always been human-centric. 
We recognise the value in empowering people to work the 
way they want to. We believe workspace should be designed 
to suit an organisation’s vision and mission. While each 
organisation has it own unique purpose, there’s one factor 
that’s common to each of their environments: freedom. 
Individuals can choose where and how they want to work, 
depending on their needs at that particular moment – the 
power is in their hands. 

Similarly, these companies are decentralising the decision-
making process, empowering staff to be self-sufficient. 
Decisions are made quickly, processes move faster, and 
employees feel motivated and significant. They’re engaged 
and thrive in a supportive environment that fosters interaction, 
camaraderie and inspiration. 

The end result? Ideas that can change the world. 
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“Workers’ comfort directly 
affects important predictors 
of operational efficiency … 
the majority of respondents 
believed that the office 
environment had a direct 
influence on their well-
being and self assessed 
productivity.”
- Derek Clements-Croome and Li Baizhan “Productivity and the Indoor Environment”

Get Comfortable. 

A Herman Miller survey found similar results: 500 respondents 
stated that having an office that was comfortable to work in 
was the most important workstation attribute – and this rang 
true across all worker types. 

Defining “comfort” is very personal, and subjective. How 
do we quantify it? Dr. Jacqueline Vischer, professor in the 
Department of Environmental Design, University of Montreal, 
broke it down to physical, functional and psychological factors. 
According to Vischer, physical comfort comes first: “If you 
don’t have this, there’s no point in talking about functional or 
psychological comfort.”

Contributing to our physical comfort in the workspace is the 
feeling that we have a sense of control over it. These were the 
findings of Herman Miller research summary “It’s All About 
Me: The Benefits of Personal Control at Work”. With a sense of 
control in place, we are better able to get work done and our 
stress levels drop. In turn, this leads to greater productivity and 
our health even improves. It’s a virtuous circle. 
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The Future of Working is Here.

T2 is a mobile, height adjustable table with an adventurous 
personality and a highly intelligent core engine that responds 
to your needs. T2 takes height adjustability to another level 
with the addition of user centered features and app control 
capabilities. T2 moves and moves, supporting your postural 
changes throughout the day – from sit to stand, enhancing 
your sense of wellbeing. T2 is highly agile and can be moved 
easily to new environments you wish to create.

Sit-to-stand desks will never be the same. 
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A Real Performer. 

We have designed T2’s core engine so it’s tucked neatly 
out of sight, and we have made sure every movement is 
speedy yet discreet. We have seamlessly integrated the 
high-performance actuator and structural beams into in the 
custom-tooled chassis. This way, the undercarriage stays 
clutter-free.

Carefully designed cable reticulation conceals all cords 
running from the floor to the desk. The only visible cable, 
which connects the desk to a power point, retracts easily 
when you step on the auto-rewinder.
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Silent and Fast.

We have engineered the actuator to run as silently and 
smoothly as possible: the desk surface rises 28mm (with 
loading) or 58mm (without loading) every second you’re in 
press mode. With the digital version, the adjustment ranges 
from 650 to 1250mm. We have considered every detail, 
taking extra care to ensure load distributes equally across 
the work surface.
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Devices in Order.

T2 brings the power to you. The power 
console is designed with a dynamic slant 
so you can easily access your devices as 
they charge. It serves another purpose – to 
keep your workspace clutter-free. Hidden 
under the console is a compartment that’s 
spacious enough for users to keep devices 
out of sight and it’s also where all your 
power sockets are located.
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T2 has so many applications: use it on its own in a 
standard office environment, or in a Haven setting, 
or alongside Herman Miller Arras Spine solution or 
Metaform system designed for a Hive, Jumpspace 
or Clubhouse. 



Try Every Position

Used in combination with a Herman Miller chair, T2 
supports lounge, seated and standing postures. Even when 
you sit down, T2 anticipates your ergonomic needs with a 
built-in footrest, encouraging you to lift and rest your feet on 
a soft incline.
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Effortless Adjustments.

With T2, we put the emphasis on choice and individuality. 
You can control your desk via the touch screen control panel, 
which fits flush with the desk’s surface. The membrane 
controls are integrated into the surface of the desk, with an 
LED-lit indication providing real-time information on your 
height adjustments. The intuitive panel regularly invites you 
to interact with it by changing postures throughout the day.
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Built for Agility.

T2 is a mobile work point; it’s designed to adapt to all kinds 
of work environments and needs – whether you’re working 
with the art team or with accounting, having a meeting or 
looking for a quiet corner in which to concentrate. To get you 
where you need to go, the table is set on high-performance, 
concealed castors guaranteeing you a smooth ride as you 
glide across the workspace.
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The Specifics.

• 17-inch, lined compartment with built-in sockets

• LED-lit display

• Designed to integrate with CBS monitor arms

• One-touch adjustment with real-time height details

• Collision sensors to prevent the desk from colliding with 
obstacles

• Concealed castors for workspace cruising
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A Desk for Everyone. 

At Herman Miller, we recognise that everyone has different 
needs in the workspace. We have a broad range of 
ergonomic workstation solutions in our portfolio, including 
Locale and Augment. With T2, we’re building on our 
technical expertise and design know-how and adding to our 
extensive selection in order to meet the needs of every one 
of our customers. 

T2 has so many applications. Use it on its own in an 
enclosed office as an executive desk or create a clubhouse 
with T2 alongside Herman Miller Arras Spine solution or 
Metaform.
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Legno Fineline 
F08

Classic Walnut 
F09

A World of Colour.

T2’s unique use of colour is another way in which it 
stands out from the crowd and it lets you create your 
own, personal experience of T2. The desk itself comes 
in thirty-six different colours combination, and there are 
nine options for the edge band – an idea inspired by bold 
geometric fashion prints, contrasting hems and collars.

Stand By Me.

Herman Miller is a leader in workspace design and our 
products have a limited, 12-year warranty*. T2 is fully 
assembled in Ningbo, China, and can be shipped anywhere 
in Asia-Pacific. From start to completion, each T2 desk is 
assembled in a tightly controlled environment.

*Warranty limitations are as follows: 5 years on all electrical and 
mechanical parts, 1 year on the foot mat.

Eco-minded.

Herman Miller is committed to making the world around 
us better. Our new, 10-year sustainability strategy begins 
with positive transparency, products as living things, and 
becoming greener together. We have sharpened our goals 
around the smart use of resources, eco-inspired design, and 
becoming community-driven.

Our commitment to designing for the environment 
extends beyond a single token product to incorporate a 
comprehensive, holistic approach. T2 will be evaluated 
within the rigours of our DfE Protocol. With every Herman 
Miller product, the new product design process involves 
the DfE team meeting with the designers and engineers to 
review material chemistry, disassembly and recyclability, as 
well as incoming packaging, and potential waste generation. 
T2 is produced in a Herman Miller facility with ISO 14001. 

Specification.

White 
91

White 
91

Soft Gray 
NPET03

Slate Grey 
SG

Metalic Silver 
MS

Green Apple 
79

Folkstone Gray  
8Q

Graphitie 
G1

Graphite 
G1

Graphite 
NPET02

Black 
BK

Turquoise 
TRQ

Pantone Yellow 
IE

Frames / Edgeband   
Paint / Accent 

Finish

Body
Plastic

Foot Mat
PET

Surface 
Laminates

Spice Maple Wirebrush 
F14

Couture Wood Naturella 
F15

Elm 
F18

White 
91

Folkstone Grey 
8Q

Cherry Blossom 
F30

Graphite 
F03

Pale Turquoise 
F31

Maple 
F04

Lincoin Walnut 
F05

Wild Cherry 
F06

Adjustable HeightStandard Worktops

730/830 730/830

1200/1400/1500/1600

650

730/830

1250

For more on our products or to see a list of dealers and retailers, 
please visit hermanmiller.com/asia

Distribution Rights.

Law protects all the designs shown here. Herman Miller, Inc. 
has obtained all the rights to make and distribute designs 
from the owners in question. In addition, Herman Miller, Inc. 
holds exclusive worldwide manufacturing and distribution 
rights for these products, with the following exceptions.

All dimensions stated within this document are nominal and/or 
approximate only and subject to variation. 

Printed in China. Please recycle this catalogue.

@ 2016 Herman Miller, Inc., Zeeland, Michigan 

All rights reserved.

T2 is a Herman Miller trademark.

Pre-consumer recycled content 

Post-consumer recycled content

Recyclability content 77.04%

36.17%

2.64%

Steel

Aluminum

21.82%

56.82%

8.16%

Plastic 13.20%

Wood Laminate 

T2 can be taken apart and recycled.
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